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browseYYC is a new way to shop local

businesses online with amazon-level

convenience. Many people are passionate

about shopping local, but with busy lives

and COVID-19 restrictions - it's not always

easy to shop in person. That's what

inspired Teara McGinn, Alberta tech

entrepreneur and busy mom of two, to

create browseYYC. 

It's a win-win for both consumers and

businesses, since Calgarians connect with

products they're already looking for, and

stores have a way to access a new

demographic. Applications are now open

for businesses to feature and sell their

products online!

about 
browseYYC

FOLLOW US: 

@browse_yyc

facebook.com/browseYYC

When shoppers head to browseYYC, they

can peruse a number of categories or

search for individual items with incredible

precision. Let's say you're looking to buy a

pink scarf. Enter the product into the

browseYYC's search engine - and you're

instantly connected to local products

matching your description! 

For $39.99 per month, businesses can list

products or upload them from other

platforms, while browseYYC’s team takes

care of the tech side of things and

marketing.  Make sure to check out

browseYYC's sister company, browseYEG

in Edmonton. 



meet the
founder

 I'm a native Albertan tech entrepreneur

and mother of 2 little girls, ages 6 and 4

and I currently live in Hinton, AB.

browseYYC and browseYEG are dreams

come true and I've been working to bring

these concepts to life since 2017. I'm so

excited to share it with you!

I've been parenting solo for 4 years and in

that time I've managed to build a

successful freelance business as a Shopify

Expert.  I know the ins-and-outs of

eCommerce and I'm thrilled to use that

knowledge to serve Alberta through

browseYYC and browseYEG.

Hi! I'm Teara.



2021 media release
Browse YYC Creates New Online Store for Local Businesses:
Shop Local With Amazon-Level Convenience

Calgary, Alta. (January 14, 2021) - Many people turn to online shopping on platforms

like Amazon out of pure convenience, but what if you could shop locally with the

same ease? That’s what inspired Teara McGinn to create browseYYC, a new online

store featuring local products with Amazon-level convenience. As an Alberta tech

entrepreneur and single-mother of two young children, McGinn used Amazon to

provide ease to her busy life - but she wished she could shop local in the same way.

browseYYC is now accepting applications from local businesses as it builds

momentum for the public shopping launch in the spring. To apply to become a

member, visit browseyyc.com .  For every business that signs up prior to February

28th, browseYYC will contribute $10 to a charity pool benefiting local organizations. 

The platform also creates new selling opportunities for Calgary businesses impacted

by the pandemic. Shoppers can browse a wide variety of categories and search for

specific items with incredible precision. If you’re looking to buy a yellow sweater,

Browse YYC will connect shoppers to dozens of local stores selling items matching

the description. 

“The ultimate goal is to bring fresh sustainability to local businesses and the

communities they operate in. To accomplish that, we need to make local shopping

more convenient -- we need Amazon-level convenience to win against them in the

online arena,” says Teara McGinn, founder of browseYYC. “That means one website,

with everything people need. I want it to be just as easy for a customer to discover

and buy products locally, as it is for them to discover and buy them on Amazon.” 

browseYYC’s sister site, browseYEG, is also launching for businesses in Edmonton. A

membership costs $39.99 a month which includes product listings, marketing

opportunities and music more.  If a business already sells products online, browseYYC

will to existing platforms so inventory is updated and accurate. Both shoppers and

businesses will feel good knowing 5% of browseyyc’s profits go to local charities.

Calgarians and Edmontonians can vote which charities will benefit by going to the

website and visiting the Community section. 

For more information or to apply, visit browseyyc.com and follow browse_yyc on

social media.
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frequently
asked 
questions 
How do browseYYC and browseYEG

work? 

Sellers pay $39.99/month.  If they already

sell online somewhere (Shopify,

WooCommerce, Etsy, Amazon, you name

it) -- fantastic.  We can connect and sync

inventory, meaning, they won't have to

manually re-create their products.  We can

keep inventory and orders in sync as well. 

 Customers can shop as they would on

Amazon -- by using search criteria or

browsing through categories.  When they

find an item they want, they can buy it on

browseYYC or they can easily connect

with the seller directly.  There's no

commission on sales on browseYYC -- just

transaction fees to cover our costs.  We

don't want to take a cut of a business's

hard-earned sale. browseYYC provides

the technology and the marketing to get

customers and keep them coming back.

What does it cost and is there a

minimum contract length?

It costs $39.99/month with a 3 month

minimum.  There is no commission on sales.

Transaction fees will be 3.2% to cover the

fee of the sale transaction, as well as the

fee of the payout to sellers.  With

sufficient volume we'll be able to

negotiate those transaction fees down,

and, pass that savings on to our sellers.

Do businesses need to manage

inventory?

We can provide support to make it easy,

but, yes -- businesses will be responsible

for their inventory and ensuring their

products are listed.  If they already have

inventory online somewhere, they will not

need to maintain it separately at

browseYYC -- we can connect.

Is there a limit on the type of

businesses or products you list?

Right now we're focusing on physical

goods. Over time we may expand into

selling services (like massage

appointments) as well.  We can't sell

anything that has a minimum age

requirement -- so no alcohol, cannabis

products, or other adult things.



frequently
asked 
questions 
Why is it important to support local

businesses? 

When we buy from companies outside of

our area, our money leaves our area.  

 When we buy from companies in our

communities, our money goes to those

business owners.  Some of it goes to their

business taxes and licenses, which

benefits our community.  Some of it goes

to paying local employees, which benefits

our community.  Some of it is the salary of

the owner, which, hopefully, the owner

also spends locally.    We need our money

to stay in town, so to speak, rather than

heading to a corporate head office and

paying for a CEO's vacation house. Buying

local also reduces our carbon footprint --

rather than products being shipping across

the country or around the world, they only

have to travel a short distance.

Is it only for businesses within city

limits? Is it open to other businesses in

Alberta?  

Currently browseYYC is for businesses in

Calgary limits, and, browseYEG is for

businesses in Edmonton city limits. 

 Depending on feedback we may expand

those parameters to include nearby

communities as well.  Other cities in the

province interested in a browse platform

can contact us.

Is there certain criteria that needs to

be met (ex: company size) ?

Nope, no criteria other than geography,

and, selling physical goods.  Brick and

mortar stores or local artisans and crafters

can join.  Also, in order to have a seller

page, a seller must have products for sale.  

We're not going to become a directory or

business listing service.

When will shopping options be

available to the public?

When customers first shop on the site, I

want them to have the experience of

knowing "this is a place where I can find

what I need".  That's what will get them

coming back. To make that happen, we

need a certain critical mass of involved

sellers --  but we need all hands on deck

before we open the doors.  We aim to

publicly launch in April 2021. In the

meantime, shoppers can sign up for our

waitlist for special offers and promotions,

and, help to spread the word.

What makes this different from other

'shop local' types of initiatives?

We all have the same goal: make it easier

for shoppers to find local businesses, and,

help those businesses survive.  But our

approaches are different: most shop local

initiatives are directories of business

websites to visit one at a time to see their

products.  browseYYC and browseYEG

each bring all local products into one

place, for maximum convenience.
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